
Hi, <<First Name>>!

This week, I met with Terri Schneider. She has excelled as a professional
triathlete, eco-adventurist, and many other endurance pursuits around the
globe.

Her website is http://www.terrischneider.net

She recently published a book where each chapter is dedicated to transporting
the reader into a series of specific adventures. If you like reading about
endurance events from the perspective of an ultra endurance athlete, check it
out through my affiliate link HERE.

As she looks back on her career, one of the main themes of the interview is that
ultra endurance pursuits are more about the journey and self-exploration than
the specificity of a particular event itself. Be sure that you dig deep to
understand your goals and reasons for your pursuits while bringing to light your
motivation for tackling the experience.

She writes down her thoughts and perspectives on each adventure and race.
This is a theme we’ve heard from many successful, lifetime endurance athletes
on Science Of Ultra. Are you keeping a journal of some sort for your training as
well as your event experiences? If not, try it for a year and read your entries at
the end of that year. You may find the practice rewarding in many ways, my
guests certainly have.

She has excelled at multi-day races. If you haven’t attempted a multi-day

http://www.terrischneider.net/
http://amzn.to/24hAd6D


adventure, find one that interests you and go for it. You may draw inspiration
from some of the elite athletes I’ve had on the podcast, like long distance
backpacking legend Jennifer Pharr Davis (episode 17) or extreme distance
ultra marathon multi-multi-multi-record holder William Sichel (episode 15).

Imagery and affirmation are the two key practices that Terri recommends for
improving the mental side of your endurance success. She visualizes success
and develops mantras (she recommends three specific words) to develop in
training. Each word can, with practice, conjure affirming and positive attitude.

She is highly engaged with endurance events and exploration of Bhutan, the
country that’s become famous for it’s focus on GNH - gross national happiness.
It sounds like a great place if you’re up for an adventure to that part of the
world.

The next episode of Science Of Ultra is a double-header. It's two interviews
with two of the world’s leading cardiologists in the field of heart health in ultra
marathon running. In two more episodes coming soon, we dive deep into the
science of ultra training and racing at altitude and in the heat.

Huge thanks to all of you who are supporting my efforts. If you would like, you
can support SOUP by contributing HERE.

As always, I love getting your feedback. You can ask me anything or just tell me
what you think of the show by using my contact page HERE. If you leave a
voice message, tell me your name and where you're calling from; I'll play your
message on the air and answer any questions.

All the Best,
Shawn 
Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra
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